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Level-Compressed Huffman Decoding
Kuo-Liang Chung and Jung-Gen Wu,Member, IEEE

Abstract—Based on the breadth-first search manner and the
level-compression technique, this letter first presents a new array
data structure to represent the classical Huffman tree. Then, the
decoding algorithm is given. Both the memory and the decoding
time required in the proposed method are less than those of
previous methods. Some experimentations are carried out to
demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method. In fact, the
proposed algorithm can be applied to the canonical Huffman tree.

Index Terms—Data compression, decoding algorithm, Huffman
tree.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, some efficient array data structures were
presented for representing the conventional Huffman tree

(HT) [5] and the canonical Huffman tree (CHT), which is
transformed from the HT using a preprocessing step [8].

Recently, based on the depth-first search (DFS) manner [7]
on the HT [2], the memory required in the array data structure
is , and the decoding time is , where denotes
the depth of the HT and denotes the number of nodes
in the HT. Some experimental results have shown that the
method [2] has 34% to 39% (50% to 76%) memory utilization
(decoding time) improvement over the method in [4]. In [5],
the memory required in the cluster-based array data structure
associated with a lookup table for representing the CHT is
ranged from to . Later, instead of using three
tables in [2] while still using the DFS manner, only one table
is needed to represent the HT, and the memory requirement
is further reduced to [3].

Suppose the topmost levels of the HT form a complete
subtree. The motivation of this research is to use the breadth-
first search (BFS) [7] to design a new array data structure for
representing the HT, and the level-compression technique can
be applied to improve this data structure further. In addition,
the decoding time can be improved simultaneously. Note
that the DFS-based data structure used in [2] and [3] is not
suitable for employing the level-compression technique due to
its preorder-traversal limitation.

Based on the BFS manner on the HT and the level-
compression technique, this paper first presents a new array
data structure to represent the HT in a more compact way.
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Fig. 1. A Huffman tree.

The memory required in the proposed data structure is
. Then, an efficient decoding algorithm is presented,

and the decoding time is proportional to . Both the
memory and the decoding time required in the proposed
method are less than those of the previous methods [2], [3].
Some experimentations are carried out to demonstrate the
advantages of the proposed method. Finally, applying the
results of this paper to improve the method for the CHT [6]
is discussed.

II. PROPOSEDDATA STRUCTURE FORREPRESENTINGHT

Given a set of source symbols
with frequencies ,

respectively, using the construction method [1], the HT is
shown in Fig. 1, where the integer inside the square box or
the circle is the accumulated frequency.

We traverse the HT in a BFS manner. When traversing a
leaf node, we record the associated source symbol in the array.
When traversing an internal node, we record the “jump value,”

, where denotes the number of internal nodes on
the left-hand-side of that traversed node at the same level, and

denotes the number of nodes on the right-hand-side at the
same level. This jump value will be used to slide from one
entry in the array to another entry in order to emulate the
pointer jumping during the decoding process in the HT. For
example, the right son of the root in Fig. 1 has the jump value

. After traversing the HT, the sequence of
these ordered values is saved in the array, say H_array. It is
clear that the memory required in H_array is .

We now want to reduce H_array further by employing the
level-compression technique. Suppose the topmost levels
of the HT form a complete subtree, i.e., all the nodes on
the topmost levels are internal nodes. The jump values
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

of these internal nodes are rather regular and are
, respectively. So, we save only the value

and discard these jump values. This leads to a
more compact array, say CH_array, and the total memory
requirement (including the value) is

. Return to Fig. 1. The topmost three levels form
a complete subtree, and the jump values of the root and its two
sons are 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Therefore, the CH_array is
shown below

CH array

III. D ECODING ALGORITHM

Our decoding algorithm is listed below. Two variables,
code_ptr and array_ptr, are used to denote the current positions
in the Huffman code, which is the input saved in the array,
Huf_array and CH_array, respectively

codeptr

array ptr decimal value of Hufarray

while CH array [arrayptr] is not a symbol

array ptr array ptr CH array [arrayptr]

point to the left son

If Huf array [codeptr] then arrayptr array ptr

point to the right son if the code bit is ”

codeptr codeptr

point to the next code bit

end while

output CHarray [arrayptr]

Consider the input 1101. From Fig. 1, it is known that
, so code_ptr is set to be. We check the first two bits

in Huf_array, i.e., Huf_array Its decimal value
is , so array_ptr is set to be. Next, we read Huf_array

and the jump value CH_array Since
Huf_array array_ptr is increased by ( Huf_array

CH_array ). Then, code_ptr is increased to be
and array_ptr is set to be . Further, we

read Huf_array and CH_array The array_ptr
is increased by , i.e., array_ptr . Finally,
the decoded source symbol ( CH_array ) is found.

In the proposed decoding algorithm, the firstbits of the
input are read at one time, and the decimal value of these

bits is used to jump to the proper entry of the CH_array.
Besides needing a decimal conversion of the firstbits, it
takes at most two integer additions and two check operations

for processing each input bit in the remaining bits, so
the decoding-time bound is proportional to .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Four real gray-scale images, the Lena, Baboon, Pepper, and
F16, each pixel with 256 gray levels and each image with size

, are taken to evaluate the performance; the values of
’s in the four images are 235, 234, 237, and 234, respectively;

the values of ’s ( ’s) are 18, 18, 17, and 17 (7, 7, 4, and 5).
The machine used is the IBM compatible personal computer
with 233 MHz Pentium II microprocessor. Table I compares
the memory requirement and the decoding time between our
method and the methods in [2] and [3].

The memory required in the methods in [2] and [3] and our
method are denoted by , , and , where the adopted
memory unit is bit. In the related array data structures, we
add a ninth bit to each entry to distinguish between the jump
value and the source symbol. A “1” is added to each source
symbol and a “0” is added to each jump value. Therefore,
each entry in the array needs nine bits. The array used in
[3] needs entries such that bits are
needed. Our proposed method needs bits.
In [2], three tables, i.e., the preorder table, jump table, and
symbol table, are needed. The preorder table has
entries and each entry has one bit. The jump table has
entries and each entry has eight bits. The symbol table has
entries and each entry has eight bits. Totally, in [2],
bits are needed. Let

denote the relative ratio
of the memory improvement of the proposed method when
compared to the methods in [2] and [3]. It is observed that
the proposed method has 32.8% to 49.4% (3.0% to 27.0%)
memory utilization improvement over the methods in [2] and
[3].

The decoding time includes the time needed to read com-
pressed data from the input file and that needed to write
the results into the output file. The decoding time required
in [2] and [3] and our proposed method are denoted by

and respectively, where the time unit is mi-
croseconds. Let

denote the relative ratio of the
decoding time improvement of the proposed method when
compared to the methods in [2] and [3]. It is observed that
the proposed method has 34.1% to 41.1% (3.6% to 20.7%)
decoding time improvement over the methods in [2] and [3].

In Table I, the decoding time required in the proposed BFS-
based data structure without employing the level-compression
technique is denoted by . Although the decoding perfor-
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mance in the DFS-based approach [3] is somewhat better than
, however, it is difficult to employ the level-compression

technique to [3] in order to improve the decoding time further.
Due to combining the advantages of BFS and the level-
compression technique, the proposed method is better than
that of [3].

V. CONCLUSIONS

For supporting faster decoding on the HT, we have pre-
sented a new, but simple, memory-efficient array data struc-
ture. Experimental results have demonstrated the advantages of
the proposed method, which are dependent on the distribution
of . In fact, the level-compression technique can be used
to discard the first entries in the offset table and the base
table in [6] for the CHT. Using the same four images, the
memory requirement has improved about 1.1% to 4.1%, and
the improved method needs 2100 bits on average, which is
less than our result. The decoding time has improved about
6.5% to 18.2%, and the improved method needs 0.79s on
average, which is a little more than our result.
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